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perception of texture with the particular aim of evaluating whether these systems
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contribute information to texture perception in either an independent or integrated
manner. Although texture is perceived by both vision and touch, several behavioural and
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neuroimaging studies have suggested that texture information is processed in

Texture perception

qualitatively different ways, such that the type of information encoded and the manner

Neuroimaging

in which it is encoded differs across these sensory systems. Furthermore, vision and touch

Vision

perceive different aspects of texture information with vision the more appropriate

Touch

modality for discriminating texture boundaries and touch the more appropriate modality

Crossmodal perception

for discriminating stimulus roughness and compliance. Differences also exist in the neural

Multisensory integration

structures and functions which underlie these systems, further suggesting independence
of these modalities in the perception of texture. Accordingly, recent evidence suggests that
behavioural tasks involving texture perception do not benefit from integration across the
senses, suggesting that qualitatively different information is represented across vision
and touch which cannot be combined to enhance perceptual performance. Research using
more familiar objects, however, does suggest a role for sensory integration on texture
perception, although these effects may be due to more cognitive influences rather than
basic sensory encoding. In sum, we suggest that unlike shape perception, vision and touch
contribute information to the perception of texture in an independent but complementary
manner.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1.

Introduction

When we see or touch the surface of an object we encode
information that allows us to make perceptual decisions about
that object for the purpose of recognition or action, or for more
aesthetic judgements such as the quality or attractiveness of the
item. Object information can be based on both geometric, (e.g.
shape, size, orientation and curvature), and material properties,
(e.g. temperature, compliance, texture, and weight) and both the
visual and tactile modalities contribute to the representation of
objects based on these characteristics. Texture information in
particular is an inherent material characteristic of the surface of
any object and provides an important cue for its perception. For
instance, the scaly skin of a snake or the hairy skin of a kiwifruit
can help us distinguish these objects through touch or vision,
even when shape information is not fully available. Yet, despite
a growing interest in recent years on the behavioural and
neural correlates of object recognition across modalities,
relatively less attention has been given to the multisensory
perception of material properties such as texture and
roughness.
Although a number of review articles have considered
texture perception in general (e.g. Landy, 1996; Lederman and
Klatzky, 2004), or tactile texture perception (Taylor et al., 1973;
Lederman, 1982; Hollins and Bensmaïa, 2007), and visual texture
perception (Bergen, 1991; Landy and Graham, 2004) in particular,
none have looked specifically at the effects of multisensory
inputs on texture perception from both a behavioural and
neuroimaging perspective. In the following review, we specifically aim to investigate to what extent vision and touch contribute independent information to the representation of an
object surface or whether this information is integrated into a
single representation.
Texture (n.) is defined as the feel, appearance, or consistency
of a surface, substance, or fabric (Oxford English Dictionary,
2008). Consequently, texture information is distinct from more
global shape information but can nevertheless contribute to the
perception of an object. Evidence that texture perception is
distinct from shape perception comes from a variety of sources,
including behavioural, neuroimaging and neuropsychological
literatures (e.g. Zhang et al., 2004; Amedi et al., 2005). For
example, Milner and colleagues (Milner et al., 1991; James et al.,
2003) have studied the sensory and perceptual abilities of
patient D.F., who has visual form agnosia as a result of carbon
monoxide poisoning. D.F. presents severe visual deficits including visual form perception, brightness, motion and depth.
However, D.F. maintains the ability to use pattern information
to aid suitable preshaping and hand rotation when reaching
for an object (Milner et al., 1991). Along with her ability to
discriminate colour, D.F. is able to use surface properties to
identify objects despite remaining perceptually unaware of their
form (Humphrey et al., 1994), suggesting that texture processing
is distinct from global shape processing.
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Historically, each of the senses has been studied in isolation;
although there has been an increased interest towards exploring multisensory interactions on perception (see Marks, 1978).
With regards to texture perception in particular, a number of
studies have provided some evidence of multisensory influences. Information about the texture of a surface or object can be
mediated through different sensory modalities such as touch,
vision and audition. Although touch and vision are the more
obvious senses for perceiving texture, audition can also play a
role in texture perception. For example, the sound of someone
rubbing their fingers on a surface provides valuable information
about the roughness of that surface (Lederman, 1979; for a
review see Lederman and Klatzky, 2004). Similarly, von Scheiller
(1932) noted that noise bursts or tones repeated at regular
intervals influence the perception of roughness by touch. More
recent demonstrations of audiotactile integration in texture
perception include the so-called parchment-skin illusion (Jousmaki and Forss, 1998; Guest et al., 2002), where distorted
auditory feedback affects the perceived roughness or smoothness of the hands rubbing together.
Although audition can influence tactile perception of
texture, the extent to which vision and touch influence each
other for texture perception is not well understood. For example, some studies have revealed sufficient differences in
behavioural performance (e.g. Bergmann Tiest and Kappers,
2007), and neural activations (e.g. Randolph and Semmes, 1974;
Servos et al., 2001) across these modalities, while others have
demonstrated no difference in performance across modalities
(e.g. Lederman and Abbott, 1981; Guest and Spence, 2003).
Moreover, other studies have suggested that different texture
information is encoded across vision and touch (Klatzky et al.,
1987; Heller, 1989; Sailer et al., 2003). As such, it is possible that
the representation of an object's material properties benefits
from qualitatively unique information, rather than the integration of redundant information encoded across these
modalities (Millar, 1994). However, evidence for complete
independence across the visual and tactile systems for the
perception of texture is not consistent as some studies have
reported that texture information can be shared across
modalities. This evidence raises the question of whether it is
the nature of the information or the particular perceptual
process that determines whether texture information can be
integrated across the senses. In the following sections we
review the evidence from the literature on the perception of
texture across vision and touch with the aim of elucidating the
nature of the relationship between these modalities for texture
perception. We focus specifically on texture perception for the
purpose of recognition and discrimination, and have considered the literature on the affective aspects of texture perception to be outside the scope of this review (for a review see
McGlone et al., 2007). In the following sections, we compare the
visual and tactile senses according to the manner in which
information is encoded, the nature of the information
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processed, and the neural systems underlying texture perception within and across these modalities. Finally, we suggest
directions for future research which will help us better
determine the relative contributions of these sensory modalities to our perception of texture.

2.
Tactile and visual sensory exploration
of texture
The haptic system makes use of particular stereotyped motor
patterns or exploratory procedures (EP) when examining an
object or surface (Klatzky and Lederman, 1987; Lederman and
Klatzky, 1987) and each EP optimally extracts information
about a particular property for the benefit of subsequent
perceptual performance (Klatzky et al., 1989). The EP typically
performed for encoding texture is lateral motion, that is,
the fingertips move back and forth over a textured surface
(Lederman and Klatzky, 1987). Accordingly, the fingertips
have a high density of specialised mechanoreceptors ideal for
this task (Johansson and Vallbo, 1979; Vallbo and Johansson,
1984), as well as a large area within the somatosensory cortex
dedicated to processing stimulation from the fingers relative
to other body parts (Sutherling et al., 1992).
For texture, it is apparent that motion plays a key role in
tactile perception. For example, early research on the role of
motion in texture perception, using varying paper surfaces,
demonstrated that observers rated their sensations as different depending on whether static touch or dynamic passive
touch (i.e. movement of the surface over a stationary fingertip)
was used (Menees and Zigler, 1923). Accordingly, Hollins and
Risner (2000) demonstrated that the discrimination of sandpaper samples was more difficult using static touch rather
than dynamic passive touch for fine textures; a finding that
led to the duplex theory of texture perception (which we discuss later). However, of interest is whether active touch (i.e.
movement of the hand over a surface) is necessary for efficient
encoding, or whether dynamic passive touch is sufficient for
tactile texture perception. When investigating the haptic
perception of roughness in sighted and blind observers, Heller
(1989) observed no difference in performance between these
groups, and notably, no difference in performance between
active touch and dynamic passive touch. Furthermore, roughness perception (Lederman, 1981, 1983; Verrillo, 1999) and
roughness discrimination (Lamb, 1983) do not vary as a function of whether active or passive dynamic touch is used.
From these findings we conclude that relative motion, rather
than hand movement, is important for encoding texture
information.
Although texture perception is successfully conveyed
through touch, in everyday experience textures are rarely
encountered by touch alone. The visual perception of texture
gives the observer important information about the surface of
an object or even the depth of a plane (Gibson, 1933; Gibson and
Radner, 1937). Moreover, the surface properties of an object are
often primarily perceived through vision (Schifferstein and
Cleiren, 2005; Schifferstein, 2006) which then may guide the
tactile system to explore the surface. Thus, when we see an
object, we may then reach out our hand to further investigate
the properties of its surface.
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Like touch, the visual system explores external information
in an active, dynamic way through a series of eye movements
and fixations over the stimulus of interest (for a review see
Findlay and Gilchrist, 2003). However, a recent study comparing exploration strategies across vision and touch for texture
perception, suggests that these strategies may be modalityspecific. Sailer et al. (2003) reported that whilst different textures affected the nature of haptic exploration procedures
these had no effect on visual exploration. Moreover, their study
indicates that as a consequence of these modality-specific
exploratory procedures, different information about texture
may be encoded by vision and touch.

3.
Stimulus properties encoded by touch
and vision
Our daily experience of textures may involve many vast types of
surfaces such as fabric, stone and sandpaper to name a few. The
variation in the perceived roughness of these textures is
reflected in the sensory mechanisms that encode this information. In 1925, Katz proposed that both spatial and temporal cues
mediate tactile texture perception. Katz argued that spatial cues
such as size, shape and distribution of surface elements, are
responsible for our perception of coarse textures such as Braille
characters, whereas vibrational cues elicited by the movement
of the finger as it moves on a surface are used for fine texture
perception (Katz, 1925). Although his views were relatively
ignored over many decades, his idea was later to become the
basis of much research activity that led to the so-called duplex
theory of tactile texture perception pioneered by Hollins and
colleagues (Hollins et al., 1998; Hollins and Risner, 2000). According to this theory coarse and fine textures are mediated by a
distinct receptor system (Hollins et al., 1998, 2000b, 2001, 2002;
Hollins and Risner, 2000; Bensmaïa and Hollins, 2003; for a
review see Hollins and Bensmaïa, 2007). The systems and their
underlying neurophysiological mechanisms have been wellcharacterised by psychophysical experiments conducted by
Gescheider, Verrillo and colleagues (e.g. Bolanowski et al., 1988;
Gescheider et al., 2001; 2002; Verrillo and Gescheider, 1975, 1977;
Verrillo et al., 1983).
Coarse surfaces, with spatial period above the interval 0.1–
0.2 mm (Hollins and Risner, 2000; Hollins and Bensmaïa, 2007),
are perceived based on their spatial variation by the afferent
firing rates of slowly adapting type I mechanoreceptors, such
as Merkel receptors (Connor et al., 1990; Connor and Johnson,
1992; Blake et al., 1997; Yoshioka et al., 2001). A common stimulus used when studying coarse texture perception is grooved
metal plates, as they can be easily modified depending on the
investigation at hand. In a series of studies using these stimuli
with monkeys, Goodwin and Morley (1987a,b ; Morley and
Goodwin, 1987) characterised the responses of the cutaneous
mechanoreceptive afferents in terms of the spatial period of
the gratings and the movement characteristics. A number of
studies have demonstrated that the degree of spacing between
grooves is an important spatial feature for tactile roughness
perception such that as spacing increases so does the perceived roughness (e.g. Lederman and Taylor, 1972; Goodwin
et al., 1989; Sathian et al., 1989). Temporal cues have also been
reported to play a role in the perception of coarse textures
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(Cascio and Sathian, 2001; Gamzu and Ahissar, 2001), although
this effect is modest. Despite both spatial and temporal information being available during the exploration of coarse
surfaces through touch, spatial information appears to be
sufficient for the perception of coarse surfaces (Hollins et al.,
2006).
Relative to coarse surfaces, fine textures seem to be encoded
differently in the tactile system. Fine surfaces, with spatial
period below 0.1 mm–0.2 mm (Hollins and Risner, 2000; Hollins
and Bensmaïa, 2007) seem to be perceived on the basis of
vibrations elicited on the skin during exploration. This signal is
mediated by rapidly adapting mechanoreceptors, such as
Pacinian or Meissner corpuscles in the skin (see Bensmaïa and
Hollins, 2003). The observation that discrimination of fine
surfaces is better when the surface moves across the finger
tip, therefore inducing vibration, compared to when it is in
stationary contact with the fingertip supports the role of cutaneous vibration in the tactile perception of fine textures
(Hollins and Risner, 2000). Additionally, a surface that is
vibrating, in the Pacinian-sensitive range of 150–400 Hz, is
perceived as rougher than an identical surface that is not
vibrating (Hollins et al., 2000b). Furthermore, by reducing the
sensitivity of the vibrotactile channels through vibratory
adaptation, discrimination of fine surfaces is impaired relative
to a no-adaptation condition (Hollins et al., 1998, 2002).
Together, these results indicate that vibrotaction plays an
important role in the perception of fine textures. However
texture-elicited vibrations can be perceived in terms of either
their temporal or intensive properties. For example, roughness
can be determined temporally, as a function of the frequency of
the texture-induced vibrations elicited on the skin, or roughness
can be determined by the intensity of these vibrations. Empirical
findings tend to support the reliance on an intensity code. For
example, although the frequency hypothesis predicts that as
the frequency of vibrations elicited on the skin increases then
the stimulus surface would be perceived as increasingly
smoother, Bensmaïa and Hollins (2003) reported that this is
not necessarily the case. Furthermore, the tendency to judge a
vibrating surface as rougher increases as the amplitude of the
vibrations increase, independent of the frequency of those
vibrations (Hollins et al., 2000b). Moreover, Miyaoka et al. (1999)
demonstrated in a discrimination task that when typical
scanning velocities were used the temporal frequencies that
would be elicited by their surfaces were outside the range that
could be determined by the vibrotactile system (i.e. b1 kHz). In
support of the intensity hypothesis, difference thresholds of the
perceived roughness of fine abrasive surfaces were found to be
in the same range as those obtained in a height-discrimination
involving varying ridge heights (Miyaoka et al., 1999), suggesting
that roughness perception relied on amplitude rather than
frequency information. In sum, the findings are in favour of the
intensity theory of roughness for fine texture perception.
Although roughness, a highly prominent perceptual dimension of texture, has been the main focus of tactile texture perception (Jones and Lederman, 2006; Hollins and Bensmaïa,
2007), this is clearly not the only dimension of texture. Other
studies have found that properties other than frequency information or vibrotactile intensity can also contribute to the
perception of surface texture. For example, a power relation
between subjective roughness judgements and stimulus fric-

tion has been observed using abrasive papers (Ekman et al.,
1965). Also, Smith et al. (2002) found that perceived roughness
correlated with the average rate of change of the tangential
touching force. Furthermore, compressibility has been found to
be an important cue for texture perception in touch, albeit to a
lesser extent than roughness (Bergmann Tiest and Kappers,
2006).
Many studies investigating the role of touch in texture
perception have used artificially produced surfaces such as
gratings, sandpaper, raised-dot patterns and etched surfaces
(e.g., Lederman and Abbott, 1981; Klatzky et al., 1989; Connor et
al., 1990; Gescheider et al., 2005), however few have investigated
tactile texture perception using more high-level or ‘natural’
stimuli. This may largely be due to the difficulty in quantifying
the physical properties of natural materials. Some exceptions
include studies by Hollins and colleagues (1993, 2000a) which
have investigated the perceptual dimensions of tactile surface
textures using various familiar materials (including wood and
straw). Hollins and colleagues used multidimensional scaling
(MDS) methods along with dynamic passive touch and found
evidence for two main orthogonal dimensions in texture
perception; namely, rough-smooth and soft-hard, and a number
of relatively weaker dimensions, sticky-slippery (Hollins et al.,
1993, 2000a), flat-bumpy, and warm-cool (Hollins et al., 1993).
Earlier, Yoshida (1968a,b) used MDS with 25 different familiar
materials (including glass and different fabrics), and found that
the main contrast for their samples was between metallicness
and fibrelikeness. More recently, Ballesteros et al. (2005) used a
number of convergent methods to study the dimensions of
perceptual haptic space for various ecological textures (including plastics, cork and fur). Their results, based on both a spatial
arrangement task (SAT) and a free classification task (FCT),
indicated a two-dimensional space solution with bipolar
dimensions. While the SAT revealed the combined dimensions
of rough-smooth and slippery-adherent, the CFT revealed the
dimensions of smooth-adherent, and rough-slippery. The
authors suggested that, depending on the task, the extremes
of the dimensions are combined differently. In a similar study,
Picard et al. (2003) investigated the influence of semantics on
haptic texture space of 24 seat cover materials using a similarity
classification task. They observed 3 to 4 continuous perceptual
dimensions, including orthogonal dimensions soft-harsh, and
thin-thick, and to a lesser extent, the separate dimensions of
relief and hardness. The dimensions revealed by these different
studies may be based on the particular properties of the stimuli
used in the tasks. Since the materials used by Picard et al. (2003)
were all fabrics, it is difficult to compare their results with
previous findings. Furthermore, many previous investigations
have used too few materials to make realistic judgements on the
number of dimensions that exist in the representation of haptic
texture. To address this, Bergmann Tiest and Kappers (2006)
tested participants on a free-sorting task of 124 varying,
common materials using active touch. Using such a broad set
of stimuli elicited a four-dimensional haptic material space,
which as the authors interpreted involves dimensions such as
roughness and compressibility. However, although our understanding of the tactile perceptual space for ecological surfaces is
growing, the role of vision has received relatively less attention.
As such, our knowledge of how vision may affect the tactile
perception of ecological textures is relatively poor.
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Whilst the information encoded from a surface leads to the
perception of its roughness or texture, attention can also play a
role in both tactile and visual texture perception. The role of
spatially-selective attention in tactile texture perception was
investigated by Sathian and Burton (1991). They demonstrated
using grooved metal plates that although spatial attention
may be useful in detecting the absence of a texture change,
discerning its direction, and discriminating between different
textures, it plays a minimal role in the detection of an abrupt
change in texture. However, this ability to detect a change in
texture is a key characteristic of visual perception along with a
number of other dimensions, including contrast changes,
reflectance, luminance, and cluster. In particular, the ability
to detect borders between different textures is an important
aspect of visual object segregation. This enables the observer to
determine whether a scene contains two or more textured
regions. A real-world example of this is an animal determining
the location of its prey in a visually complex environment; by
using camouflage many animals can disguise themselves from
their predator. A texture boundary arises if two adjacent image
regions are distinguished as having distinct surface textures.
These boundaries may then be used to identify and segment
the figure from the background which can subsequently aid in
shape perception.
The visual texture segregation literature mainly focuses on
the ability of the observer to effortlessly discriminate pairs of
texture regions. Early investigations focussed on defining
what aspects of image structure and features give rise to preattentive texture segregation. As such, the distribution of
properties, such as brightness, colour, size, contour, slope, and
contour termination were found to affect textural segmentation (Olson and Attneave, 1970; Beck, 1972, 1973; Marr, 1976).
Later, Julesz (1981) and Julesz et al. (1978) proposed the idea of
‘textons’, which represent such features as size, orientation,
line terminations and line crossings, and which they argued,
formed the basis of texture segregation. Alternatively, it was
suggested that the orientation and spatial frequency-tuned
channels mentioned in the spatial vision literature (De Valois
and De Valois, 1988; Graham, 1989, 1992) may be sufficient for
modelling texture segregation. Since then, a number of similar
models, based on selective filtering for orientation and spatial
frequency in a visual scene, have been suggested to account
for the ability of the visual system to segment texture
information in a visual scene into meaningful wholes (for a
review see Landy and Graham, 2004).
The perceptual representation of the spatial information
present in irregular textures, such as those found in the real
world, have often been examined using scatter-dot displays.
These enable the investigation of the perception of spatial
texture attributes in isolation from other properties of surfaces
such as luminance, colour and spatial frequency. Scatter-dot
displays may be manipulated such that they differ in terms of
apparent number of dots (i.e. numerosity), and spacing (i.e.
cluster), which each may contribute to the perception of texture
density (for a review see Durgin, 1995). Texture density, that is
the number of elements per unit of area, is a simple way of
describing a textured area and is thus an important cue for
surface segregation (Barlow, 1978; Marr, 1982). Cluster can be
thought of as a measure of the variance of densities present in a
texture (Ginsburg and Goldstein, 1987). Durgin (1995) suggests
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that the visual system represents texture density independent
of number, and that the representation of perceived cluster
depends, in part, on the processes underlying the perception of
texture density. In any case, both cluster and numerosity seem
to be important featural dimensions that are independently
encoded by the visual system for the perception of texture,
particularly surface or two-dimensional texture.
The visual system can also perceive three-dimensional
texture patterns. For example, Ho et al. (2007) found that the
visual perception of three-dimensional texture is affected by the
interaction of the illuminant and local height variations in the
texture. They also observed that roughness constancy was not
always consistent across varying viewpoints of the observer. In
particular, they found that a surface was consistently judged to
be rougher as it was illuminated from a more oblique angle, even
when more cues to the illuminant position were provided. In
other words, the perception of three-dimensional texture in
vision is not invariant to changes in view or illumination. Clearly
illumination changes would not affect the perception of texture
through touch, however it remains to be seen whether observer
viewpoint affects tactile texture perception in the same way as it
does for visual texture perception.

4.
Behavioural evidence for cross-modal
interactions in texture perception
From the evidence discussed above, it seems that although the
properties the surface of an object are readily discriminable by
touch and vision, these modalities encode and process texture
information in distinct ways. For example, although the spatial
properties of objects, such as shape, volume or size, are most
efficiently recognised by vision, surface roughness is particularly salient to the tactile sense (Klatzky et al., 1987) and may be
better assessed using touch than vision (Heller, 1989), suggesting performance differences across these modalities in the
perception of texture.
Early comparative investigations between visual and tactile
texture perception, however, indicate no clear difference in
discrimination performance across these modalities (e.g. Binns,
1936). Similarly, a number of more recent studies have indicated
that differences in performance between the modalities in
discriminating textures, such as sandpaper, are small to nonexistent (Bjorkman, 1967; Lederman and Abbott, 1981; Heller,
1982; Jones and O'Neill, 1985; Rexroad and White, 1987). For
example, Brown (1960) observed no difference between tactile,
visual and visuo-tactile performance in a roughness pairedcomparison task using wood samples of varying roughness.
Moreover, Guest and Spence (2003) reported finding no difference between tactile and visual performance on roughness discrimination of fabrics. However, Bergmann Tiest and Kappers
(2007) used a wide variety of familiar textures in a free-sorting
task, and reported a performance benefit for tactile over visual
texture perception. According to their findings, the medium
frequency roughness band (i.e., 0.1 mm) was important for
judgements of roughness in the tactile rather than the visual
system, for which a larger spatial scale (i.e., 1.0 mm) was
preferred. This is in line with the known detection thresholds
across the modalities for touch, measured as 0.98 mm on a
static grating orientation discrimination task (Van Boven and
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Johnson, 1994) whereas for vision, features at length scale of
0.2 mm are at or below threshold.
Differences between the senses in texture discrimination
and recognition performance suggest that information
encoded across vision and touch may not transfer efficiently
across modalities. Although the recognition of both familiar
and unfamiliar object shapes is possible when explored
through one modality, e.g. touch, and identified in another,
e.g. vision (see Easton et al., 1997; Newell et al., 2001; Ernst
et al., 2007), the extent to which information about texture
can be efficiently shared across modalities is not as well
understood.
The efficient transfer of texture information between touch
to vision has been shown in both newborn infants (Molina and
Jouen, 2001; Sann and Streri, 2007), and 1-month old infants
(Meltzoff and Borton, 1979). In a series of experiments, Picard
(2007) investigated intra-modal and cross-modal performance
in the perception of texture in older children (5 and 8 year olds)
using fabric samples. For both age groups, performance was
equivalent across vision and touch when the task was relatively
easy (i.e. the sample and distracter textures shared different
degrees of softness and thickness). However, when the test
stimuli shared similar tactile properties, visual recognition was
better than tactile recognition performance. Interestingly,
stimulus context did not affect cross-modal (visuo-tactile)
performance, suggesting that cross-modal recognition was
resolved using mainly bottom-up perceptual processing of the
test stimuli.
Picard (2007) also found that visual to tactile (VT) performance improved between the ages of 5 and 8 years using
difficult to discriminate textures although there was no
corresponding improvement in unimodal or tactile to visual
(TV) performance. Picard (2007) argued that this relative
improvement in VT performance was indicative of a shift to
more efficient top-down processing in the older children.
However, Picard (2006) also reported differences between VT
and TV performance in adults in texture recognition tasks. As
such, a difference in the encoding of information across these
modalities is likely to account for the poor transfer of information from touch to vision relative to from vision to touch.
In addition to how information is transferred across
modalities, another pertinent issue is understanding how
the senses act together for the perception of texture. Several
studies have investigated multisensory interactions for texture perception, although the evidence is generally inconsistent regarding whether the senses optimally combine
information to enhance perception. For example, Ballesteros
et al. (2005) explored whether bimodal exploration of the same
texture stimuli affected the perceptual dimensions produced
by participants relative to unimodal exploration. They found
that across both a spatial arrangement task (SAT) and a free
classification task (FCT) the goodness of fit was better in the
bimodal condition than the unimodal, haptic condition.
On the other hand, studies which have used a sensory
conflict paradigm have suggested little interaction between the
senses in texture perception. The idea behind this paradigm is
that if a common multisensory representation of texture exists,
then this representation will be based on an optimal combination of information from across the two senses (e.g. Ernst and
Banks, 2002) or, if information in one sense is more reliable than

the other then that one sense may dominate the other for
perception (Lederman and Abbott, 1981). An example of sensory
dominance has been demonstrated by Rock and Victor (1964) for
shape perception: when a conflict between visual and tactile
information arises, visual information can ‘capture’ the tactile
input such that the visual experience dominates the tactile
interpretation of the size of an object.
Using a conflict paradigm similar to that of Rock and Victor,
Lederman and Abbott (1981) examined how a discrepancy
between visual and tactile inputs affected texture perception.
They found that when discrepant visual and tactile texture
information was available, the texture percept was based on an
equal weighting across these modalities. However, Lederman
and Abbott found no difference in a range of tasks involving
judgements of roughness across unimodal visual and tactile
and bimodal visuo-tactile conditions. In other words, they did
not find evidence of multisensory enhancement in behavioural performance involving texture perception. Similarly,
Jones and O'Neill (1985) compared roughness judgements
across unimodal, visual and tactile, and bimodal conditions
and found no difference between these conditions on accuracy
performance. Jones and O'Neill reported that decision speed
was quicker in vision than in touch but that decision speed in
the bimodal condition was the average of these two conditions.
In contrast, Heller (1982) observed that using vision and touch
together improved accuracy on a three-alternative smoothness rating task, relative to the unimodal conditions; although
on closer examination this benefit for the bimodal condition
was the result of the observer viewing their hand movements
during the task rather than any benefit on the perception of
texture per se. Finally, Guest and Spence (2003) reported
evidence for tactile dominance in texture perception. Using a
sensory conflict paradigm, they observed that visual discrimination performance was affected by incongruent tactile
distracters but that tactile performance was not affected by
congruent or incongruent visual information. Collectively,
these studies suggest that using both the visual and tactile
modalities together does not seem to benefit texture perception relative to unimodal inputs. These findings further
suggest that information may not be optimally integrated as
this information may be qualitatively different across modalities. Indeed, our review of the nature of the stimulus
properties encoded across these modalities suggests that this
is the case and that each modality encodes texture information
in a specific manner that is most appropriate to the physiology
of that system. As such, it may not be entirely unexpected
that texture information is not combined into a multisensory
representation.
According to the modality precision or modality appropriateness
hypothesis (Welch and Warren, 1980) input from different
modalities is weighted as a function of the relative unimodal
capabilities with respect to the task demands. For example,
vision is thought of as the spatial sense and consequently, visual
perception has been shown to be more accurate and precise on
spatial tasks, such as form-matching, than tactile perception
(e.g. Cashdan, 1968; Milner and Bryant, 1970; Bryant and Raz,
1975). Visuo-spatial superiority may be due to the fact that
spatial information can be encoded in a parallel manner by
vision whereas the tactile system has to rely on sequential
encoding of spatial information, a task that is clearly demanding
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on memory resources because of the need to integrate spatial
information over time. However, unimodal tactile and visual
performance have been found to be similar on texture perception tasks (e.g. Lederman and Abbott, 1981), although that is not
to say that participants did not encode different properties of
texture in a modality-specific manner, i.e. in a way most
appropriate to the sensitivities of each modality.
As such, the lack of evidence of better performance in
bimodal relative to unimodal conditions may be due to different
information encoded in each modality. Furthermore, this difference in encoded information may be mediated by attention,
such that some features are more salient and are more easily
attended to in one modality rather than another. This so-called
directed attention hypothesis (Welch et al., 1979) has received
some support in the literature (Cannon, 1970; Kelso et al., 1975;
Warren, 1979), although it is not known to what extent attention
affects multisensory texture perception. However, Lederman
(1979) proposed a variant of this theory, namely the ecological
validity hypothesis, where cues from one modality (e.g. touch)
may be more ecologically valid to, or reliably encoded by one
modality than cues from another modality (e.g. vision) for the
purpose of the task, and may therefore dominate perception.
Interestingly, several studies have suggested that when
vision and touch are combined for the purpose of texture
perception, task demands can affect the relative dominance of
each modality to the percept. For example, Lederman et al.
(1986) demonstrated that when a judgement dimension was
altered, e.g. from judgements of spatial density to roughness,
the relative weighting of visual and haptic inputs on the
decision changed. Later, in a similarity grouping task, Klatzky
et al. (1987) showed that when participants were given instructions that biased them towards visual inputs, they sorted the
stimuli initially by shape. On the other hand, when participants
were biased toward tactile similarity, objects were sorted
primarily in terms of material properties, such as texture.
Furthermore, when discriminating between objects that varied
in terms of material properties (i.e. roughness, hardness,
thermal properties, and weight), observers used tactile information to guide their visual decisions (Klatzky et al., 1987).

5.
Neural correlates of unimodal tactile and
visual texture perception
As well as behavioural differences between vision and touch
in the perception of texture, these systems are supported by
different neural substrates in the brain. For example, the
major cortical regions underlying tactile texture perception
are the primary and secondary somatosensory areas, the
posterior parietal cortex as well as other more anterior brain
regions such as the pre-frontal cortex. The visual processing
of texture, on the other hand, involves cortical areas of the
brain that are generally distinct from those involved in tactile
perception such as primary visual cortex, the collateral
sulcus and other higher visual areas such as the fusiform
gyrus. In the following paragraphs we will give an overview of
the main brain regions that have been reported to be
activated during texture perception across vision and touch
and assess to what extent these neural systems work together or independently. These studies will include both
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electrophysiological and neuroimaging data in both monkeys
and humans.
In touch, the primary somatosensory cortex (SI) receives
primary afferent connections from the thalamus and is
located in the post-central gyrus (PCG) of the human brain.
Based on its cytoarchitectonic characteristics, SI can be further
divided into areas 3a, 3b, 1 and 2. Early lesion work in monkeys
suggested that several of these cytoarchitectonic areas might
be responsible for texture perception. For example, work by
Randolph and Semmes (1974) on SI indicated that an ablation
of area 3b impaired shape and texture discrimination in the
monkey, whereas ablation in area 1 only impaired texture
perception.
In agreement with these lesion works, studies based on
single unit recordings have also confirmed the involvement of
these areas in texture perception. For example, neuronal activity in areas 3b, 1 and 2 signal differences in textures explored
through active touch. Darian-Smith et al. (1982) reported that
single neurons in areas 3b and 1 discharge when the monkey
rubs the contra-lateral finger pad across a textured surface. In a
further set of electrophysiological studies, where monkeys were
trained to detect differences between smooth and rough textures, such as raised Braille characters, texture-related activity
was observed in areas 3b, 1 and 2 (Chapman and AgeraniotiBelanger, 1991; Ageranioti-Belanger and Chapman, 1992). Texture-sensitive neurons can be further classified as graded, if
their discharge rate is proportional to the changes in spatial
period, or non-graded, if the discharge rate varies with a change
in spatial period but does not provide information about the
magnitude of this change. In SI, texture-related neurons exhibit
graded responses, i.e. their firing rate increases with increasing
spatial period of gratings (Sinclair and Burton, 1988) and of
raised-dot surfaces (Jiang et al., 1997), suggesting that SI encodes
texture based on mean firing rates.
With the advance of non-invasive neuroimaging techniques,
it is possible to gain insight on which areas of the cortex are
being recruited during texture discrimination in the human
brain. Notably, SI is systematically activated in texture perception studies, independently of the specific stimuli or task, and
temporary disruption of SI by transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) over the SI cortex impaired the discrimination of grating
textures (Zangaladze et al., 1999). Using fMRI, Servos et al. (2001)
investigated the neural subtracts of haptic texture, shape and
hardness perception. They observed activity in the PCG contralaterally to the exploring hand for all three classification tasks.
They also reported a common posterior region for shape and
texture discrimination, whereas hardness discrimination activated a more anterior location of SI. In the previous studies, the
stimuli used would be classified as coarse textures, since their
spatial period is above the range 0.1–0.2 mm. Although, as
previously discussed, vibrations elicited when the fingers move
across a textured surface, which then activate the Pacinian
system, may underlie roughness perception of fine surfaces. A
way of specifically targeting this system is by passively applying
vibratory stimuli to the fingertips. By using fMRI and vibrotactile
stimuli Nelson et al. (2004) observed that activations in SI reflect
the changes in the vibrotactile amplitude which further confirms both the important role of SI in texture perception, and
lends support to the idea of intensity coding for fine texture
perception.
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Another brain region consistently activated by tactile texture
perception is the secondary somatosensory cortex (SII) which is
located in the parietal operculum (PO). In contrast to SI, SII
shows bilateral activation after unilateral stimulation and its
neurons show larger and widely overlapping receptive fields
(Burton, 1986), in line with its integrative role in somatosensory
processing. Electrophysiological and histological studies in
primates and humans have greatly contributed to our understanding of the structure and function of SII over the last two
decades. Cytoarchitectonic studies in primates have revealed
three distinct subdivisions in the SII cortex, each one of which
with a complete somatotopic map (for a review see Kaas and
Collins, 2003). More recently, Eickhoff and colleagues (Eickhoff
et al., 2006a, 2007) studied the cytoarchitectonic organization of
10 human post-mortem brains and identified four distinct
cytoarchitectonic areas in the parietal operculum (OP1-4). They
further compared the SII locations reported in 57 fMRI and PET
studies with the four OP subdivisions and observed a wide
overlap between the two (Eickhoff et al., 2006b), concluding that
the histological defined maps OP1-4 of the human parietal
operculum can be interpreted as an anatomical correlate of the
functionally defined SII region.
Unilateral and bilateral ablation of SII has been shown to
impair texture discrimination in monkeys (Ridley and Ettlinger, 1976, 1978; Garcha and Ettlinger, 1980). Interestingly,
Ridley and Ettlinger (1976) found that roughness discrimination did not appear to be affected by a bilateral removal of SII. In
contrast, Murray and Mishkin (1984) reported that monkeys
with bilateral SII removal were severely impaired in learning a
texture discrimination task and had increased roughness
discrimination thresholds. The distinction in these results
may be due to the different extent of the lesions across studies.
The involvement of SII in texture perception has been further
confirmed by single-unit recordings in SII neurons in monkeys
(Sinclair and Burton, 1993; Jiang et al., 1997; Pruett et al., 2000,
2001). Sinclair and Burton (1993) recorded activity of SII neurons
while the monkeys actively explored pairs of gratings differing
in spatial period (0.75–3.15 mm) and indicated which grating
was smoother. They observed that texture-sensitive SII neurons
exhibited both positive and negative graded changes in firing
rate with changes in the spatial period of the gratings. In another
study, two monkeys were trained to discriminate a standard
surface of spatial period 2.0 mm, from three other modified
surfaces of spatial period 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 mm (Jiang et al., 1997).
Their results revealed that activity in the majority of the texturesensitive SI neurons was graded, while the larger majority of
activation from the texture-sensitive neurons in SII was nongraded. According to the authors, one possible explanation for
the discrepancy in the results is that the non-graded response
from SII cells in their study may be due to SII neurons being
tuned for finer textures.
More recently a series of neuroimaging studies have also
revealed the involvement of PO and insula in tactile texture
processing in healthy humans. In a recent fMRI study by Stilla
and Sathian (in press), activity in the insula and PO was
observed when subjects haptically explored different textures.
Using a different approach, Kitada et al. (2005) looked at the
brain activity during a tactile roughness-estimation task using
fMRI. Participants were asked to estimate the roughness of
three different gratings, each with a spatial period of 0.5, 1.2, or

1.5 mm, with a tactile control condition using the same
textures but without performing the estimation task. Activity
during the estimation task was observed in the PO and insula
bilaterally and in the right, lateral, pre-frontal cortex. The PO
and insula also showed significant activation in the control
condition, indicating that these areas are involved in the
sensory processing of the gratings rather than in the cognitive
task or rating the roughness. Furthermore, graded activity was
observed in the PO according to the spatial properties of the
encoded stimulus.
Three different PET studies have compared roughness
discrimination with length discrimination (O'Sullivan et al.,
1994; Ledberg et al., 1995; Roland et al., 1998). In these studies,
roughness discrimination activated PO more than length
discrimination, whereas length discrimination activated the
intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (O'Sullivan et al., 1994; Roland et al.,
1998). These series of studies stresses that the involvement of
the PO is discrimination of microgeometric properties of
objects (texture) rather than their macro-geometric properties
(shape and length).
The posterior parietal cortex (PPC) has also been implicated
in tactile processing of texture. In monkeys it contains
Brodmann's areas 5 and 7, whereas in humans these two
areas only correspond to the superior part of PPC, above the
intraparietal sulcus, while the inferior part of PPC includes
the human specific Brodmann's areas 39 and 40 (Zilles and
Palomero-Gallagher, 2001). The PPC is known as the “parietal
association area” and is considered as a multisensory area that
integrates tactile information with other sensory modalities (for
a review see Culham and Valyear, 2006). Although activation in
the IPS has been observed during grating orientation discrimination tasks (Harada et al., 2004; Van Boven et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2005), this region seems to be specific for haptic shape
rather than texture perception (O'Sullivan et al., 1994; Roland
et al., 1998; Bodegard et al., 2001), as well as cross-modal shape
perception (Zhang et al., 2004). For example, Roland et al. (1998)
observed IPS activation during shape and length discrimination
but not during roughness discrimination.
Other brain regions have also been implicated in roughnessestimation tasks, such as the right pre-frontal cortex (Kitada
et al., 2005; Van Boven et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005). Activation
in the pre-frontal cortex has been observed during the discrimination of the speed of a brush on the palm of the hand
(Bodegard et al., 2000), discrimination of the length of parallelepipeds (Stoeckel et al., 2003), and discrimination of two-dot
Braille characters (Harada et al., 2004). Although these areas are
activated during tactile discrimination, activation seems more
related to the cognitive component of the task rather than the
sensory processing necessary for texture estimation.
Over the past 10 years, a large number of neuroimaging
studies have focused on identifying the neural substrates of
object recognition by vision, and very few studies have directly
investigated visual texture perception. In any case, texture
perception by vision is thought to occur in the early stages of
visual processing, although the underlying mechanism or
regions involved in this type of perception are not well understood. Bergen and Adelson (1988) suggest that early vision can
be thought of as a process that extracts information about
the material properties of an object. More recently, Landy and
Graham (2004) proposed different processing mechanisms for
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patterns that differ in their luminance intensity (i.e. first-order
patterns) and patterns that differ in contrast or texture (i.e.
second-order patterns). Based on this theory, several fMRI
studies have tried to identify the brain regions involved in the
processing of first- and second-order patterns (e.g. Kastner et al.,
2000; Schira et al., 2004, Larsson et al., 2006, Thielscher et al.,
2008). They all observed that the output of the first-stage filters
in the primary visual cortex (V1) was subject to further analysis
(second-stage filter) in the extrastriate cortex. Furthermore,
Thielscher et al. (2008) observed parametric modulation of
orientation contrast in area V4.
A recent fMRI study by Peuskens et al. (2004) investigated the
processing of surface texture by asking participants to attend to
either the shape or the surface texture of randomly deformed
spheres presented visually. The texture specific areas, i.e. the
areas that were exclusively activated by texture, were located in
the collateral sulcus (CoS) and the lingual gyrus of the cortex,
while shape specific areas included the lateral occipital complex
(LOC) and IPS. Notably, attention to the surface properties preferentially activated regions in the ventral stream only, whereas
attention to object shape activated regions in both the ventral
and dorsal streams. The involvement of the CoS in visual texture perception is in line with results demonstrating that this
region responds specifically to texture patterns compared to
faces and letter strings (Puce et al., 1996). Similar results were
obtained by Cant and Goodale (2007) during an fMRI investigation of the neural correlates of visual texture perception. They
observed that the processing of the surface properties selectively activated the inferior occipital gyrus (IOG) and CoS,
relative to shape tasks which selectively activated the LOC. In
accordance with this, in a behavioural equivalent paper, Cant
et al. (2008) observed that form and surface properties were
processed independently. Here, changes in colour were successfully ignored while attending to changes in texture and vice
versa. This set of neuroimaging results indicate that the CoS is a
crucial brain area for texture processing by vision. Furthermore,
its close anatomical proximity to the parahippocampal place
area (PPA), an area normally associated with scene processing
(Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein et al., 1999) as well as
behavioural evidence that surface properties aid to scene recognition, hint at the possibility of the PPA also be a part of this
network of areas involved in the analysis of surface properties.
These results also confirm the existence of two different
pathways in object recognition: the dorsal pathway for processing surface properties and the ventral pathways for processing geometric properties. This dissociation is further
confirmed by lesion studies affecting one pathway and leaving
the other intact. For example, patient D.F. who has impaired
shape but not texture discrimination presents large bilateral
lesions that include LOC, although her fusiform gyrus and
parahippocampal cortex remain largely intact (Milner et al.,
1991; Humphrey et al., 1994; James et al., 2003). Further
evidence for the role of the fusiform gyrus in visual texture
perception has been observed (Beason-Held et al., 1998), along
with the lingual gyrus (Beason-Held et al., 1998; Peuskens et al.,
2004) and other regions in the parieto-occipital cortex (POC),
although these areas are not thought to be specific for texture
processing per se.
The studies mentioned suggest that cortical areas of the
brain that are specific for the perception of texture within each
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modality. However, none of the studies mentioned investigated the role of both vision and touch on neural activity
during texture perception. In the following section we address
what cortical areas are involved in the common processing of
texture across modalities.

6.
Neural correlates of multisensory
texture perception
Some studies have suggested that, in humans, activity in the
visual cortex is present during tactile perception. However,
many of these studies used specific shapes as stimuli, therefore,
it is difficult to determine whether visual activation is due to
imagery or multisensory processing. However, Sathian et al.
(1997) suggest that although visual imagery has been implicated
in the tactile perception of some macro-geometric properties of
objects, such as shape and size, its involvement in the
perception of texture is thought to be minimal. For example,
they used PET during tactile discrimination of grating orientation and assessed the role of visual imagery in this task. The task
was contrasted against a control spacing task where participants judged whether the ridges were too large or too small. The
results revealed that the tactile grating orientation task, and not
the tactile grating spacing task, significantly increased regional
cerebral blood flow in the contralateral POC, a cortical region
considered to be part of the visual cortex (see also Sergent et al.,
1992). In a later study, Zangaladze et al. (1999) used TMS to
temporarily inactivate the POC and the SI area during tactile
orientation and spacing tasks. They found that disrupting the
function in the POC area interfered with the discrimination of
grating orientation but not the spacing task, suggesting that
activation in visual areas is specific to some tactile tasks but
perhaps not those involving texture. On the other hand, Merabet
et al. (2004) used repetitive-TMS over the occipital cortex while
subjects performed a tactile roughness discrimination task and
an inter-dot spacing task. They observed that functional disruption of the occipital areas (V1/V2) impaired the spacing task
but not the roughness task. This study suggests that visual areas
are activated during specific tactile tasks involving texture
perception, although the role of visual imagery can probably not
be ruled out. For example, in another recent study by Merabet
et al. (2007) tactile exploration of raised-dots patterns resulted in
activation of V1 and deactivation of the extrastriate cortical
regions. The results of this set of studies may indicate the
involvement of visual imagery when participants are conducting a task based on more geometric (i.e. orientation) rather than
material (i.e. texture) properties of a stimulus. This suggests that
these two properties, orientation and roughness are distinct and
are further underpinned by distinct regions of activation in the
human brain.
Newman et al. (2005) specifically investigated the role of
visual imagery of material and geometric properties on cortical activation when information about familiar objects was
retrieved from memory. In this experiment, participants were
instructed to mentally evaluate a pair of objects along either a
material dimension (roughness, hardness and temperature;
e.g. “what is rougher: pear or egg?”) or a geometric dimension
(size and shape; e.g. “what is bigger: marble or grape?”). The
fMRI results showed that, although the same network of brain
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areas was activated for both material and geometric properties, the IPS was more activated when participants were asked
about geometric properties, whereas the extrastriate cortex was more activated for material properties. Interestingly,
imagery of material properties also resulted in a small
activation in the right somatosensory and pre- motor areas,
although no haptic input was present. On the other hand, area
LOC was equally activated for both material and geometric
properties, although a trend was observed for slightly larger
activation for geometric properties. Several studies have
argued that LOC is a multisensory processing region involved
in shape processing (see Amedi et al., 2005). However, in this
study LOC was also activated for roughness imagery, but not
for hardness and temperature. This might be due to the fact
that roughness, although a material property, relies heavily on
shape processing (i.e. the visualization of an object may
provide cues to the roughness of its surface). Therefore, it is
not clear whether the LOC was activated during roughness
processing because of associations with object shape.
Most neuroimaging research in this area has not specifically addressed multisensory perception of texture. In a recent
exception, Stilla and Sathian (in press) used fMRI to investigate visuo-tactile processing of shape and texture. Here, the
authors used two sets of stimuli including objects with the
same shape but with different textures, to study texture
perception independently of shape. For texture, the right
medial occipital cortex (MOC) in a region close to V2 was the
area commonly activated by touch and vision. Although this
region was more responsive to visual than to haptic textures,
it had a significant activation above baseline for textures
explored through touch. Despite an overlap in MOC for vision
and touch in texture perception, the absence of a correlated
activity between these modalities led the authors to suggest
that this region is not multisensory, but may reflect the coexistence of unimodal neuronal populations.
Despite an abundant behavioural literature investigating
texture perception, neuroimaging studies with this focus are
still relatively sparse. Apart from utilising similar stimuli as
their behavioural counterparts (e.g. gratings, raised-dot patterns), the behavioural and neuroimaging texture perception
studies are reasonably distinct, and little connection is made.
As the neuroimaging literature mainly investigates texture
perception using vision and touch in isolation, it is difficult to
conclude whether these senses are independent or integrated
for texture perception. However, recent work by Stilla and
Sathian (in press) which specifically looks at texture using
both modalities, may hint at the senses being independent, in
parallel with what can be drawn from behavioural studies.
Further research is needed to better understand the relationship between both unimodal and multisensory texture
perception, and activation in the brain. Other areas for future
study are suggested in the following section.

7.

Conclusions and future directions

Over the past century research investigating objects and their
material properties has been growing. Texture perception in
particular has received a great amount of attention; specifically, the ability of different senses to discriminate textures

which may aid the recognition of objects has been investigated. From these explorations, it appears that few differences
exist in terms of behavioural performance in texture perception across vision and touch for texture discrimination.
However, the results of several studies investigating crossmodal and multisensory perception suggest that these
modalities perceive texture in qualitatively different ways.
As a consequence, cross-modal performance is often not as
good as unimodal texture perception (e.g. Picard, 2007).
Furthermore, texture discrimination does not seem to benefit
from an integration of information across modalities (Lederman and Abbott, 1981; Jones and O'Neill, 1985). Evidence from
neuroimaging studies suggests few cortical regions in common for touch and vision during unimodal texture perception.
On the other hand, bimodal or multisensory processing of
texture information seem to activate areas commonly thought
of as visual areas, such as the lateral and medial occipital
cortices (e.g. Stilla and Sathian, in press).
A number of potential directions for future research were
apparent to the authors whilst reviewing the literature. Many
studies to date on the perception of texture have used artificial
stimuli, such as gratings and raised-dot patterns, where the
physical parameters such as spatial frequency and amplitude can be highly controlled. However, given our remarkable
ability of perceiving natural textures, especially considering
the irregularities in texture information across these types of
stimuli, investigations of more everyday texture perception are
now very timely. A shift towards exploring the perception of
more natural materials may provide beneficial information for
the development of virtual environments and have important
implications for industry in the design and manufacture of
products with appealing textures. Utilising real materials is
challenging, as the ability to control the physical characteristics of the stimulus is more difficult than for artificial stimuli.
Most of the literature on texture perception focuses on the
concept of roughness, while ignoring other important dimensions of texture. Ideally, it would be desirable to select a set of
stimuli which, although similar, would differ across a number
of dimensions such as roughness, compressibility, temperature, and luminance and examine the influence that altering
one dimension at a time has on behavioural and neurophysiological results.
Additionally, although we have seen that the lateral
motion exploratory procedure is optimal for texture perception (Lederman and Klatzky, 1987), of interest is whether this
will hold when real textures are used. For example, a wood
surface may have particular features (such as a knot) which
would focus the attention of the explorer. While previous
studies in tactile texture perception often control the subjects'
exploration of the stimuli, this is no longer valid for visual
exploration. To this end, it would be interesting to examine if
unconstrained tactile and visual exploration of real textures
focus on the same features (e.g. asymmetries).
Future directions in texture perception research must also
involve convergent methodologies, such as behavioural
studies, neuroimaging and electrophysiology. Open questions, such as the role of temporal cues in texture perception
could be explored by combining techniques such as fMRI and
EEG, which provide complementary information about accurate location and timings of activation. Behavioural results
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have shown that, although temporal cues are available,
they do not seem to be necessary for coarse or fine texture
perception. Moreover, the neural underpinnings involved
in temporal processing of texture information are, as yet,
unknown.
Finally, in order to complement the wealth of behavioural
studies, more studies investigating the neural correlates of
multisensory texture perception across a range of stimuli and
tasks are required. However, this is not without its challenges
as one major difficulty with neuroimaging bimodal protocols is
that the visual stimulus must either be displayed as an image
(and therefore incurs artificiality), or the hand of the observer
will be in view. This poses a problem for the design of the
experiment, and introduces the limitation of manipulating the
visual stimulus on dimensions such as luminance and viewpoint. Addressing these issues and moving in these directions
would, in our opinion, be advantageous for the area of texture
perception.
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